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CRM = marketing = business?

CRM is a strategy for managing all your company's relationships and interactions with your customers and 
potential customers. It helps you improve your profitability. (Salesforce, 2017)

Customer-centric business strategies that optimize the long-term value of selected customers. (Berkowitz, 2017)

The customer experience has emerged as the single most important aspect in achieving success for 
companies across all industries. (Peppers and Rogers 2005)

Loyalty is now driven primarily by a company's interaction with its customers and how well it delivers on 
their wants and needs. (Sebor, 2008) 

Marketing is a management process responsible for identifying , anticipating, and satisfying customers 
requirements profitably. (Chartered Institute of Marketing, 2017)

The true business of every company is to make and keep (quality) customers (Drucker, 1954)



CRM as a philosophy
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CRM as a philosophy

• With this understood we should start to think about…

• Who are our customers? 

• Who should we build closer relationships with?



Exercise: Customer Mapping



Customer mapping and segmentation

Customer 
Segments

Needs and 
Wants

Strategic 
Value

Strategy

Customer 
Group 1

Customer 
Group 2

Customer 
Group 3

Customer 
Groups 4

Customer 
Groups 5



Customer Value Matrix
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Selection Criteria
Customer Attractiveness

• Current Sales Potential

• Future Sales Potential

• Profit Potential 

• Profit Timescale

• Customer Image and Reputation

• Nature of the Customer’s Business/ Their 
Customer Base

• Financial Strength/Payment Risk/Speed of 
Payment etc

• Attitudes to the Type of Service/Product you 
are supplying

Probability of Success

• Current Relationship 

• Share of Customer’s Purchases

• Share Trend

• Product/Service Competitiveness

• Price Competitiveness

• Customer Service

• Customer Understanding

• Experience 



CRM as a philosophy

CRM promises the following:

• One view of your most-valuable and most-growable customers

• Concentration of marketing resources on ‘quality’ customers

• Improved organisation and internal communications

• Maximising customer retention and loyalty

• Maximising customer Up and Cross-selling opportunities

• Maximising customer profitability and lifetime value

• Increasing profitability over time because of lower customer acquisition costs

• Building sustained competitive advantage through customer differentiation

• Erection of barriers preventing competitors from stealing your ‘best’ customers



CRM as a system



• But is it ‘one system’?

• Seybold describes 4 groups of 
related applications…

Seybold (2002)

• Customer-facing applications (support 
processes). Include call centers, help desks; sales 
force automation; field service automation. 
Automate information flow or support employees 
in sales, service.

• Customer-touching applications 
(interact). Including campaign management, self-
service customer support, and e-commerce 
applications.

• Customer-centric intelligence applications 
(analysis). These include reporting, data 
warehousing, and analysis / data mining 
applications.

• Online networking applications (build 
relationships 1-1, 1-n, n-n). Social media: chat 
rooms, blogs, wikis, discussion lists, twitter and 
social network sites etc.



CRM as a system

• According to Patricia Seybold, this is a complex landscape. 

• However, CRM solutions are developing in such a way and at such a pace 
that one or two (tightly integrated) solutions may be all that you need. 



Sales force automation

Sales force automation 
(SFA) applications 
automate the sales 
activities, processes and 
administrative 
responsibilities for an 
organization's sales 
professionals. 
Core SFA capabilities 
include account, contact 
and opportunity 
management, pipeline 
management, and sales 
forecasting. 

Customer engagement 
centre

The following are critical 
capabilities and features:
Case management / problem 
/ service resolution (and 
control of customer master 
data). A knowledge 
management solution. A full 
customer self-service suite, 
with support for Web and 
mobile channels. Real-time 
decision-making and 
predictive analytics support 
for agents. An adaptive 
business rule engine.
Enterprise feedback 
management. 

Lead Management

Lead management software 
allows sales and marketing 
teams to take in unqualified 
contacts and opportunities 
from a variety of sources: 
such as web registration 
pages and campaigns, direct 
mail campaigns, email 
marketing, multichannel 
campaigns, database 
marketing and third-party 
leased lists, social for CRM 
and social media and 
tradeshows. Those 
opportunities are passed on 
to direct, indirect or e-
commerce sales channels.

Source: Gartner Magic 
Quadrants, 2016



Making choices
• You may have very specific requirements for your future CRM system

• The type of criteria we use to evaluate will likely be based on, some or all of:

• Cost, Ease of use, Service and support

• Contact-management features, Lead-generation tools, Sales and marketing tools

• Employee-tracking capabilities

• Customization options

• Automation capabilities

• Third-party integration

• Reporting and analytics

• Mobile access



Making choices



Try before you buy

• The Cloud has shaken things up…I can deploy instantly and

• Get a feel for a system

• Use a version as a basis for refining requirements

• Create key record types and fields

• Populate data, it’s fully exportable

• Win over hearts and minds, one ‘spreadsheet’ at a time 



What will it do…



The base functionality is very powerful

On the surface 
an organisation
record, a digital 
rolodex

But it quickly 
tells me how 
active they are 
they on SM

It provides 
options for me 
to segment and 
prioritise (MVC, 
MGC)

It indicates 
value, 
opportunities 
won – lost

I can quickly create any type of 
new opportunity e.g.  events, 
courses, research, room bookings, 
with their records and custom 
fields etc.

It lets me know 
who’s speaking 
to them about 
what

I can quickly run 
reports on any of 
the information 
held on the system

This record will 
show support 
cases that exist

Some of this data is 
generated 
automatically –
through formulae, 
process and workflows

It’s highly 
configurable

I can quickly see which contacts 
have responded (or not) to my 
marketing campaigns



There’s usually a marketplace or open development 
environment for…everything else

• Survey capture

• Web forms

• Financial management

• Event management

• Email management

• Customer engagement tools including web chat, SM chat, call-centre integration

• Field service automation

• Analytics / machine learning 

• etc



Email Management and CRM

• CRMs will allow you to send and receive emails

• This is not the same as an Email Management System (EMS)

• Some CRMs will have a built in bulk emailer

• This is not the same as a best-in-breed Email Management System

• Figure out what you need from your EMS and what you’re willing to spend 

• Most EMS do the basics around Email Management, white-listing, subscriber management, drag and drop templates, spam testing

• The best go that bit further, A/B testing, marketing automation and personalisation

• They’ll also integrate with the best - most popular CRM systems

• The power of having a fully integrated EMS and CRM is that you can record the outcomes of your sends and create lists 
available in EMS using the widest range of data from your CRM. 

• One powerful view of your customers.



Final thoughts



Final thoughts

• Understand where the limits are in any system you review

• Capture your requirements but don’t be too prescriptive

• Requirements can soften, a must-have now can become a trade-off in the bigger 
picture

• Recognise where third-party systems are best, look for CRM solutions that 
integrate 

• Email Management is a great example

• Sometimes ‘just getting started’ is the best way to start 



Questions


